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Champagne & Sparkling Wine

1.

Italy • A classic Prosecco with a fine mousse and a fresh green pear
character. Soft and pillowy on the palate with a lingering finish.

11% • u r
2.

£6.95 • £25.95

RABOSO SPARKLING EXTRA DRY COSTAROSS, VINICOLA SERENA

Italy • Notes of ripe red fruits such as raspberries, cherries and
strawberries as well as a hint of yeasty notes typical of a well made
sparkling wine.

3.

Thursday’s Half price Bubbles: Enjoy a glass/bottle of house champagne
or prosecco at half price when you order food.

Take a virtual tour at Google maps ‘see inside’ the Blue Anchor Feering.

132 Feering Hill, Feering - Essex, CO5 9PY
tel: 01376 571783 - www.theblueanchorfeering.co.uk

£8.00 • £28.00

BRUT BARON DE MARCK, GOBILLARD

France • Clean and soft with stylish character and a fruity nature
bursting with apples and pears.

12.5% • u r
4.

£8.50 • £39.95

CORDON ROUGE BRUT, MUMM

France • Rich and yellow in colour, peach and apricot flavours with
subtle hints of toasted nuts and hints of vanilla.

12% • u r v
5.

£39.50

GRAND BRUT, PERRIER JOUËT

France • Full, rich flavours of brioche, butter and shortbread all in
superb balance, with persistent, lively bubbles and a long, dry finish.

12% • r v
6.
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£49.95

BRUT ROSÉ, MUMM

France • Strawberry pink in hue with a luscious nose of red fruits,
caramel and vanilla. The palate is medium bodied and distinctly fruity
with a crisp, juicy finish.

12% • u
7.

1 Bridge Street, Writtle, Chel

1 Bridge Street, Writtle, Chelmsford, Essex CM3 3EY

PROSECCO BRUT, TERRE DI SANT’ALBERTO

11% • u r
Open all day seven days a week from midday, serving full a la carte menu.
Sundays our full menu plus traditional roasts.
The Blue Anchor is in the beautiful village of Feering, Essex.
The secret walled garden at the rear of the blue anchor is open for breakfast,
lunch just off the A12 between Chelmsford and Colchester. The
Located
or early evening meal, or perhaps a Pimms with strawberries and ice creamvenue
in the also features a boutique six room hotel, private function
sunshine.
room and walled garden.

www.thebluebridgewrittle.co.uk
125ml Glass • Bottle

£51.75

BLASON ROSÉ BRUT, PERRIER JOUËT

8.

BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVÉE

France • Rich, toasty and full bodied, with wonderful concentration and
depth of flavour.

12% • u
9.

£70.00

VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL BRUT, PONSARDIN

France • Beautiful colour with straw-yellow highlights. Abundant fine
bubbles. Intense, pleasant on the nose. Fruity at first, then hawthornflowery and slightly musky.

12% • u

£72.50

10. LAURENT PERRIER ROSÉ

France • Elegant with soft, consistent bubbles, ripe red fruits such as
raspberries and strawberries and a creamy textured, soft finish.

12% • u

£85.00

11. CUVÉE DOM PÉRIGNON, MOËT ET CHANDON

France • Aromas of acacia honey and fresh almonds, dried apricots and
toasted brioche finishing long and elegant.

12.5% • r d v

£149.95

12. BELLE EPOQUE, PERRIER JOUËT

France • An initial lively freshness leads to rounded palate that displays
notes of honey, vanilla and short bread right through the long, long
finish. Truly inspiring.

12.5% • r d v

£155.00

13. BELLE EPOQUE ROSÉ, PERRIER JOUËT

France • Elegant aromas of wild strawberries and redcurrants with
hints of honey and baked bread. The palate is finely balanced and well
sustained with a great complexity, power and length.

12.5% • u

£196.95

France • Fine bubbles with aromas of summer fruits and rose petals
on the nose with crunchy red fruit and citrus on the palate. Delicate
balance, great length and a dry finish

12% • u

£69.95

“Wednesday 30th of July Max Curto theme night 3 courses
plus entertainment just £24.95.

Sparkling cocktails
BELLINI£9.95
The Riverside Chelmsford is a converted18th century Mill. We

The Blue Bridge Restaurant and Bar, serving modern European food seven days
havea recently undertaken a restoration of the property bringing our
week for lunch and dinner. Located in the picturesque village of Writtle just 2 modern
miles touches and marrying them with the fantastic features of this
from Chelmsford. Facilities for private dining, large parties welcome and bespoke
fantastic building with all its character. Located in the centre of the
menus available. With live entertainment every Friday and Saturday night, join
us City of Chelmsford the property boasts a hotel, function room,
new
for amazing food, service and atmosphere, non diners welcome to join us forrestaurant
a
and large riverside alfresco dining area.
cocktail at the bar.
Victoria Road - Chelmsford, CM2 6JL - tel: 01245

Peach or raspberry fruit puree topped with Prosecco.

KIR ROYALE

Crème de Cassis topped with Champagne.
For the bubbly type.

£7.50

Champagne sizes

266881 – www.riversideinnchelmsford.co.uk
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1 Bridge Street, Writtle, Chelm

White wine

rosÉ wine

full and fruity

crisp and Light

175ml Glass • 250ml Glass • Bottle

14. BLANC DE BLANCS LE ROULEUR

France • Crispy, fresh citrus and floral aromas. A lively palate with
flavours of herb and apple.

11% • d u x n

£4.95 • £5.95 • £16.95

15. PINOT GRIGIO, VIA NOVA

Italy •Lemony on the nose, with a delicious balance in the mouth. Dry
white with a gorgeous lingering finish.

12% • u v n d

£5.50 • £6.95 • £20.50

If you fancy your white a little sweeter

16. COLUMBIA VALLEY RIESLING,
CHATEAU STE MICHELLE

12% • d r v x z£26.00
17. LANGHE ARNEIS DOC, ASCHERI

Italy • The fresh bouquet offers fruity, slightly spicy notes. Delicate and
dry, with great freshness and remarkable balance and finesse.

Smooth and rounded

£34.00

£5.95 • £7.50 • £21.50

19. GAVI BRICCOTONDO, FONTANAFREDDA

Italy • Lemons and minerals on the nose followed by a fresh palate with
medium body and no oak.

12.5% • u d x v

£29.95

£5.50 • £6.75 • £20.50

10.5% • d u

25. PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH IGT VENETO, IL SOSPIRO

Italy • An aromatic nose of freshly crushed cranberries and mineral
elements.

12% • duxv

Fruity and Herbaceous

Australia • Packed with grapefruit, lime and melon flavours, all bound
up with a zesty, crisp citrus balance which cuts through to the finish.

12.5% • d x v n

24. WEST COAST SWING WHITE ZINFANDEL, THE WINE GROUP

USA • Full of ripe fruit aromas such as peaches, mango and melon.
Juicy on the palate with strawberry and tropical fruit flavours with fresh
acidity balancing the sweetness.

USA • The wine offers crisp apple flavours with subtle
mineral notes; an “everyday Riesling” that is an absolute
pleasure to drink on its own or with a wide variety of foods.

13.5% • r u v

18. CHARDONNAY, CABLE CROSSING

£5.50 • £6.95 • £20.50

Chile • Dry with herbaceous characters alongside gooseberry, lychee
and lemon, which are encouraged by a crisp structure.

12% • r u v

£5.50 • £6.75 • £19.95

21. SAUVIGNON BLANC LAND MADE, YEALANDS

New Zealand • Notes of stone fruit and guava, underpinned with notes
of fresh herbs. The palate is brimming with fresh/vivacious fruit that is
balanced with a crisp, mineral finish.

13% • d r u x v

£ 9.50 • £29.95

Classic Selection
France • Brillant wine, mineral and frank in taste. Although its nose is
a little closed-in, the wine has an important richness and enough of
complexity.

13% • r u v

£36.95

28. CARIGNAN LE ROULEUR

France • Red berry aromas and hint of nutmeg. The palate is full-bodied
and fruity.

12% • y u x n

£4.95 • £5.95 • £16.95

29. CABLE CROSSING SHIRAZ, GROWERS WINE GROUP

Australia • This powerful Shiraz is full of ripe plum and blackberry
aromas, has a fleshy palate and with a very pleasant peppery finish.

£5.95 • £7.50 • £21.50

30. ESCALE PINOT NOIR, VIN DE FRANCE

23. SANCERRE REINE BLANCHE DOMAINE J REVERDAY

France • Clean, pure notes of white flowers, quince, melon, and
white peach are all present in this surprisingly opulent, fleshy, rather
exuberant and flamboyant style of Sancerre, which is quite dry but
surprisingly plush.

13% • r u v

13% • u t y x m

£38.95

Having visited the wine Estates of Ascheri and Fontanafredda I have selected three wines that shone brighter than all others.
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On our recent visit to the historic estate of Fontanafredda we found that the estate
conceals one or two little secrets – not least the hunting lodge to which its origins can
be traced back to1878. The property of the first King of Italy, it was not only a base
for his hunting of the local game, but also for more, shall we say, earthly pursuits.
The king’s mistress, the Countess of Mirafiore was stationed at Fontanafredda, she
gave birth to a son Emanuele, while not officially recognised as royal progeny, he was
granted the lodge when the King died. The stripes on the label are to be found on the
winery, this denotes it is the property of the King.

France • A light, bright nose of wild strawberries with a refreshing,
smooth palate.

12% • d u x v

£26.95

Classic Wines

31. CHÂTEAUNEUF DU PAPE, DOMAINE CHANTE CIGALE

France • A wonderful nose of spice and dark fruits followed by a rich,
ripe palate with layers of fruit and spice.

15% • t y x m

£39.95

32. RIOJA VINEDOS DE ALTURA, RAMON BILBAO

Spain • Ruby red colour, medium high intensity. Clear and bright. On
the nose you can find the fresh aromas typical of vines planted at high
altitude.

13.5% • t y x m

£35.00

Full and Fruity

£6.50 • £8.00 • £25.95

Spain • Pale lemon in colour with green hues. On the nose aromas of
tropical fruits such as banana and citrus fruits can be found. The palate
is fresh, vibrant & fruity with a balanced acidity.

£6.25 • £7.95 • £23.50

13.5% • t y x m

ABV

12%

12.5%

13%

13.5%

14%

14.5%

125ml

1.5

1.6

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.8

175ml

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.5

250ml

3.0

3.1

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

Bottle

9.0

9.4

9.8

10.1

10.5

10.9

35. MERLOT, DE GRAS

Chile • Rich and intensely red in the glass with a generously aromatic,
ripe nose loaded with blackberry and plum fruit.

12% • y u n

Italy • Intense red ruby color, with violet hue. Intense and complex nose
of cherry, blackberry, violet, sweet spice and dye flowers, with light
oaky hint.

13% • t y x m

£21.50

dessert wine

37. LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE PORT, QUINTA DO CRASTO

20% • u e

£5.75 • £6.95 • £20.95

36. SANGIOVESE MERLOT RUBICONE IGT, TERRE FORTI

port
Portugal • This late bottled vintage shows brooding black cherry fruit
with a huge cedary core. A simple, ripe and mouthfilling wine, rounded
off by a sweet finish.

Unit of alcohol by glass or bottle

27. COMTE DE PROVENCE ROSÉ, LA VIDAUBANAISE

steak Wines

34. MONTE LLANO TINTO RIOJA, RAMON BILBAO

z e

£22.00

£24.95

13.5% • u t y m n

Key:

12% • duxv

France • Elegant and fruity, with hints of raspberries on the nose and
silky tannin structure on the palate.

Argentina • Made with organically grown grapes, this savoury red wine
is a thrilling mix of dark, brooding fruit and fragrant, punchy spice.

We believe food and wine matching is as much about personal
taste as it is about following rules. However if you are looking
for a little bit of inspiration we have made a suggestion
with each wine let us know if you agree or if you come up
with a better match we’d love to hear your feedback!

France • light, dry unoaked and refreshing rosé from the Languedoc
region.

175ml Glass • 250ml Glass • Bottle

33. CUMA ORGANIC MALBEC, EL ESTECO

The Langhe Arneis from Matteo Ascheri was utterly superb. As we sat in his tasting
room situated underground in his cellar it was hard not to find a wine we did not like,
but all six of us kept coming back to the Arneis (meaning little rascal) again and
again.

26. LA LANDE CINSAULT ROSÉ, VIN DE PAYS D’OC

red wine

Light and Fruity

20. SAUVIGNON BLANC, DE GRAS

14% • t y m z n

22. CHABLIS1ER CRU MONTÉE DE TONNERRE, DOMAINE DE VAUROUX

crisp and Delicate

175ml Glass • 250ml Glass • Bottle

50ml £3.50 • £25.95

38. MOSCATO D’ASTI, MONCUCCO DOCG, FONTANAFREDDA

Italy • Attractive bright golden yellow in the glass, with an intensely
aromatic nose of white petals, ripe peaches and lightly spiced pears.

5.5% • u e

50 ml £5.50 • £20.00

Here at the Blue Boar we want you to have the Finest Dining experience possible. We have taken the
decision to offer Fine wines by the glass in order for you to have a little something special with each
course in order for you to experiment outside of the normal by the glass selection. These wines are kept
in optimum condition through our Coravin System. Please do not hesitate to ask for personal wine & food
pairing recommendations
YEALANDS ESTATE

Fine White wine
1.

2007 CELLAR AGED ELIZABETH SEMILLON, MT. PLEASANT

Australia • Pale golden with a hint of bright green hues. Fresh limes, grapefruit, lemon blossom and cut grass jump out on the nose giving this wine
great complexity. It has a lively fresh citrus palate with ripe lemon & lime notes enhanced by a refreshing acidity and a long lingering finish

13%
2.

£6.00 • £8.00 • £35.00

2015 RIESLING RÉSERVE, TRIMBACH

France • With mimosa flowers and honey on the nose this wine unveils a complex palate with an lemon bonbon flavour balanced by a delicious
vein of minerality.
The wine-growing history of Maison Trimbach dates back to 1626. Since then, twelve generations of winemakers have tirelessly drawn on their
passion for Alsace wines, ensuring the wines they produce stand out for their quality and authenticity, patiently establishing, from father to son, a
solid reputation for excellence

13%
3.

LOUIS MICHEL

£7.50 • £10.00 • £45.00

POUILLY-FUISSÉ, DOMAINE FERRET

France • A true expression of the personality of the village of Fuissé with layers of subtle notes that combine stone fruits, acacia flowers and spiced
hazelnut butter.

13.5%

£10.50 • £15.00 • £55.00
ASCHERI

Fine red wine
1.

2015 GIGONDAS TRADITION LE GRAND MONTMIRAIL, DOMAINE BRUSSET

France • Aromas of black cherry, currant and liquorice. Lush but bright in the mouth, with noteworthy depth of flavour and restrained sweetness.

13.5%
2.

£7.50 • £10.00 • £45.00

FONTANAFREDDA

2015 HENRY’S SEVEN SGV, HENSCHKE

Australia • Aromas of red and blue fruits, ripe plums, morello cherries, and notes of exotic florals and stone-fruits. Rich, lush and juicy wild berry
and satsuma plum flavours, with a hint of anise and kirsch. The texture is juicy and lush with layers of velvety tannins and great length.

14.5%
3.

£8.50 • £12.50 • £50.00

BAROLO DI SERRALUNGA, FONTANAFREDDA

Italy • A clear cut, intense nose with overtones of vanilla and spices. The palate is dry, but soft, full bodied, velvety and well balanced.
The Fontanafredda estate was bought by Vittorio Emanuele II as a gift to his mistress Rosa Vercellana, also known as “La bela Rosin”. Later, it was
handed down to their children, Maria Vittoria and Emanuele Alberto, Count of Mirafiori and Fontanafredda.

14%

£10.50 • £15.00 • £55.00
DE GRAS

CHATEAU SAINTE MICHELLE
Please ask our staff for current vintages available.
All the wines by the glass are also
available in125ml measures.
All wines contain sulphites

RAMON BILBAO

THE ROOM
TEMPERATURE MYTH
Here at the Blue Boar we take wine very seriously; and like our food we want to serve it to you in the best way possible.
In general red wines are served far too warm these days, particularly in restaurants where the room temperature
can get fairly high. The room temperature rule for red wines was derived hundreds of years ago long before
wall insulation and central heating were even invented! We believe red wines really benefit when served just
below room temperature as it improves the silkiness of the fruit and also keeps the alcohol in check. With
this in mind we have set aside a special place in our cellar that will moderate the temperature. Unfortunately
we will only be able to do this for red wines bought by the bottle, so if you’re thirsty, happy days!

Follow us
www.thebluegroup.co.uk

